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The Transformational Decomposition (TO) Method 

for Compressible Fluid Flow Simulations 

G.J. Moridis, SPE, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, and D.A. McVay, SPE, S.A. Holditch & Assoc. 

Abstract 

A new method, the Transformational Decomposition (lD) 
method, is developed for the solution of the Partial Dif
ferential Equations (PDE's) of single-phase, compressible 
liquid now through porous media. The major advantage 

. of the TD method is that it eliminates the need for time 
discretization, and significantly reduces space discretiza
tion, yielding a solution semi-analytical in time and ana
lytical in space. There are two stages in the lD method: 

Introduction 

In transient now through porous media, the Partial Differ
ential Equation (PDE) to be solved is obtained by combin
ing appropriate forms of Darcy's Law and the equation of 
masS conservation, yielding: 

a Decomposition stage and a Reconstitution stage. In the Eq. 1 is generally nonlinear, and in all but the siInplest 
DecompOSition stage the original PDE is decomposed by problems is solved numerically. The basic concept of any 
using a Laplace transform for time, and successive levels numerical method is the substitution of a set of algebraic 
of finite integral transforms for space. Each level of finite equations for the original PDE. Instead of solving for the 
integral transform eliminates one active dimenSion, until a continuous smooth function p(x, y, z, t), the space domain 
small set of algebraic equations remain. The original PDE (x, y, z) is subdivided in ND subdomains, and the. tinte t 
is thus oecomposed into much simpler algebraiC equations, is discretized in NT timesteps; NT sets of approximations 
for which solutions are obtained in the transformed space. p of the solution are obtained at the N D predetermined 
In the Reconstitution stage, solutions in space and time points in space. A PDE problem with a continuous smooth 
are obtained by applying succesive levels of inverse trans- solution surface is thus reduced to· a set of algebraic 
forms. In contrast to traditional numerical techniques, the equations, which are easier to solve and provide a solution 

. lD method requires no discretization of time and only a. arithmetically "close" to the true solution, from which they 
very coarse space discretization for stability and accuracy. differ by the truncation error e = p _ p. _ 
The TD method is tested against results from one- and Despite their power and flexibility, numerical solu
two-dimensional test cases obtained from a standard Finite tions have some serious drawbacks. Minimization of the 
Difference (FD) simulator, as well as from analytical mod- error introduced by the numerical approximation of the spa
els. The TD method may significantly reduce the computer tial derivatives in the PDE's dictates the discretization of 
memory requirements because discretization in time is not the space domain into a large number of subdomains at all 
needed, and a very coarse grid - corresponding to inhomo- of which solutions must be obtained (whether desired or 
geneous regions - suffices for the space discretization.· Ex- not). This increases the execution time requirements and 
ecution times may be substantially reduced because smaller requires a large amount of computer memory, especially 
matrices are inverted in the TD method, and solutions are when direct matrix solvers are used. The approximation 
obtained at the desired points in space and time only, while of the time derivatives in the PDE's is one of the most 
in standard numerical methods solutions are necessary at important sources of instability and error. Accuracy and 
all of the points of the discretized time and space domains. stability considerations necessitate a large number of small 

timesteps between observation times; solutions must be ob
tained at all these intermediate times, increasing the execu-
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tion times and the roundoff errors. The problem of restric
tion on the size of 6.t is exacerbated by the nonlinearity 
of the PDE, which is caused by the pressure dependence 
of the liquid density and the formation porosity. This ne
cessitates even shorter timesteps, dictates internal iterations 
within each timestep until a. convergence criterion is met, 
and adds significantly to the computational load. 

The Transformational Decomposition (ID) method is 
a new method which addresses the aforementioned short
comings of traditional numerical techniques. The TO 
method was first applied to the solution of the diffusion
type (parabolic) PDE of incompressible flow through 
porous media 1. It is based on successive integral trans
forms, and is an extension of the approach used by Goode 
and Thambynayagam2 in the analysis of pressure response 
of horizontal wells~ ne major advantage of the 1D method 
is that it requires no time discretization and a very coarse 

. space discretization to yield an accurate, stable solution 
which is semi-analytical in time and analytical in space. 
In this paper, the 1D method is formulated to address 
the problem of slightly compressible, single-phase liquid 
flow through porous media. The mathematical basis of 
the method is develqped, and its performance is evaluated 
against analytical solutions and standard FD models. 

The Transformational Decomposition (TO) Method 

If gravity is negelected and porosity is considered constant, 
then Eq. 1 becomes 

successive levels of integral transforms. The first step in 
this stage involves the application of the Laplace transform 
to eliminate the time dependency oCthe original PDE. The 
resulting equation is then subjected to successive finite in
tegral (for space) transforms. Since virtually all boundaries 
in petroleum reservoirs are "no-flow" (Le. Dirichlet-type), 
the finite cosine transform is employed. Each level of fi
nite cosine transform eliminates one active dimension, until 
.single point equations remain. The original PDE is thus de
composed into much simpler point algebraic equations, for 
which solutions are obtained in the transformed space. In 
the Reconstitution stage, solutions in space and time are ob
tained by applying succesive levels of inverse transforms. 
The development of the TO method is described in detail 
in the following sections. 

Step 1: The Laplace Transform of the PDE_ The Laplace 
transform of Eq. 3 yields 

A('I1) = V . [A VW -1] (Cp '11 + 1/8)] 

= CT [8'11- r(O») + ii, 
(5) 

where AO is the operator defined in Eq. 5, 8 is the Laplace 
domain parameter, reO) is the distribution of rat t = 0, 

Cp = 2+1', (6) 

and 

'If = '11(8) = .e{r}, ii = ;;(8) = .e{q}, (7) 

\l. (kVp) = 4J P.CL '::: + q. 

. 
with .en denoting the Laplace transform of the quantity 

(2) in braces. Any time-variable q(t) which has a Laplace 
transform can be considered. The term Cp is obtained 
from the linearization qf A more robust approach is provided by the formulation of 

Moridis et al.3 which maintains the generality but alleviates 
the nonlinearity in Eq. 1, resulting in 2r+r2=(2+r) r~Cpr 

over the interval from t = 0 to t = t, and 
(3) 

l' = (l/t) 1t r dt = (l/t).e-1 {'11 / 8} . 
where A = k/(P.CL) and 1] = kgPOze/p.. The variable r is 
defined by 

For small pressure differentials the approximation Cp ~ 2 
(4) can be used with negligible effects on accuracy. R= l+r, P = Po R, R = exp[CL(p - po»), 

and represents the deviation of R' from the value of 1 
(which corresponds to the reference pressure Po). Eq. 3 
is linear for incompressible formations and when gravity 
is not considered (1]' = 0), and very weakly non-linear 
otherwise. Because of its generality and robustness, Eq. 3 
is the fundamental equation of flow used in the TO analysis. 
If the necesary conditions are met, TO solutions based on 
Eq. 2 can be easily obtained following the same approach. 

There are two stages in the 1D method, the Decom
pOSition stage and the Reconstitution stage. In the Decom
position stage the original PDE is decomposed by using 

The TO Method in One Dimension 

The boundary conditions in the one-dimensional problem 
depicted in Fig. 1 are 

r'(x = 0) = r'(x1 = 0) = Uo = 0, 

r'(x = Xmax) = r'(x3 = X3) =U3 = 0 

indicating no-Howat the outermost boundaries, and 

(8) 
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which describe internal boundaries which are unknown 
functions of time. The subscripted Xi (i == 1,2,3) denote 
local coordinates, while the global coordinates have no 
subscripts. The same convention will be used in the 
remainder of this paper. 

Neglecting gravity, in the i-th (i = 1,2,3) locally ho
mogeneous subdomains the governing Laplace-transformed 
equation of flow is 

with boundary conditions 

W~(XI = 0) = Uo = 0, w~(xs = Xs)= Us = 0, (11) 

and 

W~(XI = Xl) = Ul. .WHX2 = 0) = flUl , 

W2(X2 = X2) = U2• w~(xs = 0) = f2U2, 
(12) 

where W~ = £{r~ = ~}. Uk = £{Uk(t)} (k = 0, ... ,3), 

and fi = ~/~+1' These boundary conditions incorporate 
the tangent law at the boundary (continuity of fluxes). 

Step 2: The Finite Integral Transform. For reasons 
already explained, the Finite Cosine Transform4 (PCT) is 
selected. Taking the FCT of Eq. 10 yields 

2 2 
Ai [-n;; 8 i + (_I)n W~X - w~ol 

s (13) 

where 

[Xi (n7l'x, ) 
8 i (s,n) = Fc{wd = 10 Wi cos Xi' dxh ('14) 

1\(0) = Fc{ri(O)}, qi = qi(s,n) = .rc{qi}, w~o = 
WHXi = 0). W~X = W~(Xi = Xi). and .reU denotes the 
FCT of the .. quantity in the brackets. It should be pointed 
out that riCO) need not be a constant; any known function 
of Xi for which a FCT exists is acceptable. As for the 
source/sink term qit ifq =/: ° for X ib $ Xi $ X ie (see Fig. 
1), then the properties of the F'CT yield 

{ 

ijXi [. (n7l'Xie) . (mrXib)] - sm -- -sm --
qi = n7l' Xi Xi 

ij(Xie - Xib) 

n>O, 

n=O. 
(15) 

The flexibility which Eq. 15 affords is obvious, as it allows 
the positioning of wells anywhere in the subdomains. Eq. 
13 then yields 

9i = aa WtBO + b, WtBX + q, (16) 

where 

(17) 

w~ 7\(0) qi -rt 
c; = q(s, n) = n2 ;wl -s- - Ai n2 +w;' (18) 

and 

(19) 

Eq. 16 is a simple, single-point algebraic equation, and 
represents the decomposed form of the original one
dimensionalPDE. If both WtBO and W~.BX are known (as 
. in the case of a homogeneous system), the decomposition 
stage ends here. 

Step 3: The Internal Boundary Conditions. In hetero
geneous systems with multiple subdomains. the internal 
boundary conditions· must be determined next The pres
sures being equal on both sides of the boundary between 
subdomains 1 and 2 in Fig. 1, Wl(Xl = Xl) = W2(X2 = 
0). Applying the inverse FCTon the governing equations 
in the two sutidomains, 

1 2 ~ (n7l'Xl) y81(s,0) + X L.J 8 1(s, n) cos --x:--
1 . 1 n=l S 

from which we obtain the equation 

Fl Uo + Gl Ul + HI U2 = Rl, 

where 

and 

Fl(S) = ;1 [a1(S,0) + 2 ~(-I)nal(S' n)] , 

G1(S) = ;1 [b1(S' 0) + 2 ~(-ltbi(S,n)] 

- ~2 [a2(S,0)+2~a2(S,n)], 

Hl(S) = - ;2 [b2(S, O) +2 ~b2(S,n)]. 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 
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The analytically available Iimits5 of the series in Eqs. Steps I through 3 represent the Decomposition stage. The 
22 through 25 result in the closed forms Reconstitution stage is described in Steps 4 and 5. 

F . 1 
. 1 = - 0"1 sinh( 7rWl) , 

1 El 
Gl= ( + , 

0"1 tanh 7rwt) 0"2 tanh(7rW2) 

1 HI = -_. -:---;--~ 
0"2 Sinh(7rW2)' 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

Step 4:' The Laplace Domain Solution. Once the U II 
becomes known, then the Laplace transform 'li'll of r and 
at any point Xl within a subdomain i with boundaries Ue 
and UH1 is given by the inverse FCT as 

which are trivial to compute. If riCO) 
constant), the closed form for Rl is 

= (. where. rie I.e. a 

s 

_ ii2 1 [sinh(W27r - U2X2b) - sinh(W27r - U2X2e)] 
.A2 ~ sinh(w211') . 

iiI 1 [sinh(UIXle) - Sinh(UIX lb)] 
+ .AI ;;r sinh(wl11') . 

(29) 
In an entirely analogous manner, the equation 

is obtained from subdomains 2 and 3. For any subdo
main i other than the first the nominator of Fi in Eq. 26 
must be changed to Ei-t- Eqs. 21 and 30 are the equa
tions which describe the unknown internal boundary con
ditions. Since Uo = U3 = 0, the unknown Ut = UI(s) and 
U2 = U2(S) are readily obtained from the two equations. 
In general, if there are N subdomains with locally homoge
neous properties, these define N + 1 boundaries ofwhicb 2 
(the outermost) are known and the remaining N B = N - 1 
are the internal unknown boundaries. Writing the resulting 
N EQ = N B simultaneous equations in a matrix notation, 
we have 

-+ -+ 

MU=R, (31) 

where M is the coefficient matrix, R is the 'known' right

hand side vector, and 0 is the vector of the Laplace 
transform of the unknown Dirichlet conditions Wi at the 
internal boundaries. Solution of Eq. 31 requires values for 
the Laplace domain parameter s. For a desired observation 
time t, the Stehfest algorithm6 •1 provides the sas 

In2 
Sv = TV, v = 1, ... , Ns , (32) 

where, N s is the number of summation terms in the algo
rithm, and N s is an even number. Optimum values for N s 
were discussed extensively by Moridis el al.3 • Solution of 
Eq. 31 yields the set of Ns vectors 

..... -+ 
U v = M;l Rv , v = 1, ... , Ns . (33) 

G.iT = ~i [<li(Sv, O) +2 ~<li(sv,n) COS(n;:l)] 

Ei-l cosh (Wi1l' - O"iXl) 
= 

-Ui Sinh(1I'W i) 

(35) 

(36) 

and are trivial to compute. Similarly, the closed form of 
CiT is 

= iii 2.. {Sinh [Wi1l' - Ui(Xie + Xl)] 

2.Ai u'f sinh( Wi1l') • 

sinh [Wi1l' - Ui(Xie - Xl)] (37) 
+ sinh (wj'll') 

sinh [Wi1l' - Ui(Xib + Xl)] 

sinh(wi7r) • 

sinh [Wi1l' - Ui(Xib - Xl)] } rie - . +-
sinh(wi7r) s . 

Step 5: The Solution at Time t. To obtain a solution 
at a time t at a number of desired points Xl. all vectors 
~ N ~ 'i'll' V = 1, ... , s are needed. The unknown vector r 
at time t is obtained by using the Stebfest algorithm6•1 

to numerically invert the Laplace solutions ~II' The 
procedure is described by the following equations: 

-+ In2 ~ --+ 
r (t) =t:L- Wv ' 'li ll , 

v=1 

(38) 
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and 

LM !!,p. 
tv. - V. " K, (2K,)! 
,,- "/;;to (l!f - K,)!K,!(K, - 1)!(v - K,)!(2K, - v)! ' 

and 

W~(X1 = Xbyd = W~(X2 = 0,Y2) = Ub 

W~(X1'Y1 = Yd = W~(X4'Y4 =~O) == U3, 
(45) 

(39) 
where'l1~ = C{rH. and Uk = C{Uk} (k = 1,3). 

where V" = (-I)~+". Lo = ~(v + I). and LM = 
Step 2: The Finite Integral Transrorms. Taking the FCf 

, min{v, l!f}. ii is then computed as of Eq. 43 with respect to Y yields 

-+ -+-+ 
R (t) = I + r (t) ; (40) 

where f is the unit vector. The pressure vector p can 

be obtained from Eq. 3 as P = Po + Ci1 InR. It 
must be noted that because of its formulation, the 1D 
method provides semi-analytical solutions which are fully 
differentiable and integral; continuous velocity fields are 
thus easily determined, and mass balance calculations over 
the subdomains become trivial. 

The TO Method in Two Dimensions 

For the two-dimensional domain in Fig. 2 the boundary 
conditions are 

r'(Xl = 0, Yl) = ui = r'(x3 == X3, Y3) = U; = 0 

r'(x4 = O,Yl) = u; = r'(x7 = X7,Y7) = u: = 0 

r'(xl, Y1 = 0) = u: = r'(x4, Y4 = 1'4) = Us = 0 (41) 

r'(x2, Y2 = 0) = u~ = r'(xs, Ys == 1'5) = u; = 0 

r'(x3, Y3 = 0) = Ug = r'(xs, Ys = 1'5) = uio = 0, 

indicating no-How across the reservoir perimeter, and 

r'(Xi = Xi, Yi) = Ui(t, Yi), i = 1,2 

r'(xi = Xi,Yi) = Ui-1(t,Yi), i = 4,5 

r'(xi = Xi, Yi) = Ui+4(t, Xi), i = 1,2,3 

(42) 

describing unknown internal boundaries. Eq. 42 represents 
the prevailing conditions as lim6-+0 W'(x = Xi - 0) or 
W'(Yi = Yi -0). The boundary conditions at 'l1'(Xi+1 = 0) 
and 'l1'(Yi+l = 0) are easily obtained by applying the 
tangent law as f ix'l1'(Xi+S) and f iy'l1'(Xi+O) respectively. 

Neglecting gravity, in the locally homogeneous sub
domain 1 the Laplace-transformed equation of How is 

with boundary conditions 

W~ (Xl = 0, Yl) = Uo = Wg(Xl, Yl = 0) = Us = 0, (44) 

A1z ~~; + A1y [- n~12 9 1 - U; + (-I)nUS(Xl)] 

- CT S 61 = -CT ri(O) + 41. 
(46) 

where 

(47) 

and 9 1 = 9 l(s,X1,n). Eq. 46 incorporates the boundary 
conditions at Yl = 0 and Y1= Yl . The term rl(O) = 
.rc{r1(0)} is now a function of X, and 41 = 4l(S,X, n) = 
.rc{ih} is obtained from Eq. 15 with Y substituted for x. , 
The boundary conditions then become 

Taking the FCT of Eq. 46 with respect to X yields 

m 211'2' A 

A1z [- Xt ~1 - 0i + (-I)mU1(n)] 

22' n1l' A* A 
+A1y [- y,2 ~l - Us + (-I)fnUs(m)] 

1 

-CT S ~1 = -CT fl (0) + al. 
where <PI = <PI (s, m, n). 

and 

(49) 

(50) 

f 1(O) =.rc{rl(O)}, a1=41(s,n,m)=.rc{4i}. (51) 

From Eq. 49 we derive 

~1 = h 1w 0i + hiE Olen) 

+ hiS 05 + hlN Os(m) + hlC, 

(52) 

where 

h ' ( ) -Alz Tfz h ()m+lh 
lW 8, m, n = 2 2' IE = -1 lW, 

m +Tlz 

( ) 
-Aly Ttz h' ' ( )n+lh 

hiS s, m, n = 2 2' IN = -1 IS. 
m +Tlz 

(53) 
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~ ~ 2 . 
h - h ( ) - [CT r1(0) - <i1] 'T1x (54) 

1C - 1C s, m, n - \ 2 2' 
A1x m + 'T1x 

and 

Xl w1x 
T1x = - = - , O"lx = 

11' O"lx 

2 A1y 11'2 CT s (55) n--+--
A1x Yl A1x· 

Eq. 52 is a simple, single-point algebraic equation, 
and representS the decomposed form of the original PDE. 
The same form will be obtained regardless of the path of 
integral transforms, i.e. of whether the order of the FCf 
is (y, x) or (x, y). This property will be used in the next 
subsection. If all the boundary conditions are known (as in 
the case of a single domain), the decomposition stage ends 
here~ 

Step 3: The Internal Boundary Conditions. The pres
sures being equal on both sides of the boundary at Xl = 
Xt.X2 = ° (Fig. 2), e1(X1 = Xl) = 9 2(X2 = 0). Apply
ing the inverse FCf with respect to m --+ x in the equations 
in the two subdomains, 

12 00 

y<P1(s,0,n) + y :L(-l)R <P1(s,m,n) 
1 1 m=l 

and the equation of the first internal boundary is 

AlL Ot+AlC 01(n) + AIR 02(n) 
00 

m=O 

AWL 0; + AWR Ot] = 81, 

(56) 

(57) 

where the analysis described in the one-dimensional prob
lem yields 

1 
(58) 

A () 1 . <Olx 
1C s,n = + , 

O'lx tanh(7rW1x) 0"2x tanh(7rW l x) 
(59) 

1 
(60) 

8 1 s, n = CT -- - -:---'--() ( 
r2c rlC) 

>"2x 0"2x >"lx 0"1x 

and 

. { h1N(s,O,n) for m =0 
Xl 

AlUL= -
2( -1)mh1N(S, m, n) 

for m> 0, 
Xl 

AIUR~ { 

h'm(s,O,n) 
for m =0 

X2 
2~N(s,m,n) 

X2 
for m >0, 

{ h1S(s,O,n) for m=O 
A Xl 1DL = 

2( -:-1)mh1,s(s, m, n) 
for m > 0, 

Xl 

{ 

_ h2S (S,O. ,n) for m = ° 
X2 A1DR= . 

2h2S(s, m, n) &' ° 
X

2 
Lor m > . 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

The terms A1UL, AWR, AWL, and A1DR are functions 
of (8, m, n). The term NT in Eq. 57 indicates the num
ber of terms in the truncated series. We have three ad
ditional equations at the interfaces X2 = X2, X3 = ° 
(boundary number 2). X4 = X 4 , Xs = 0 (boundary 3), 
and Xs = X s, X6 = 0 (boundary 4), obtained from Eq. 
57 by substituting the appropriate boundary number for the 
subscript 1. The equations total4(NT + 1), and are valid 
for all n. 

The equality of pressures at the Y1 = Y1, Y4 = ° 
boundary (Fig. 2) between subdomains 1 and 4 dictates 
that e1(Y1 = Y1) = e4(Y4 = 0). We follow the same 
procedure described in the development of the boundary 
equations along the axis of x. However, in this case we 
apply the inverse FCT transform to the Eq. 52 derived 
from the FCT transformation through the path (x, Y), as 
opposed to the path (y,x) used previously. Following the 
same analysis described above, we obtain the equation at 

the 5th internal boundary (described by 05) as 
\ 

BSD O;+Bsc Os(m) + Bsu 0; 

NT 

+ :L[BSDR (!t(n) + BSUR U3(n) (66) 
n=O 

BSDL 0; + BSUL O;l = 8s, 
_~ [Sinh(W2x7r - 0"2xX 2b) 

>"2xO"~x sinh(w2x7r) 

_ sinh(w2:J:7r - 0"2x X 2e)] 

sinh(w2x7r) . 

(61) where 
1 

BSD(8,m) = (67) 

~ [sinh(O"lxXle) - Sinh(O"txX 1b)] 
+ >"lxO'~x ,sinh(wtx7r) , 

'1 <04 Bsc(s,m) = +. y (68) 
. (11y tanh(7rW1y) 0"4y tanh(1I'W411) 
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Bsu(s,m) = 
1 (69) order of the matrices by increasing NT. Then the unknown 

'lI' = W'(x) is assumed to be described by 

and 

Ss(s,n,m)=cT (\.r4C _,riC) 
A4ya4y "lyaly 

_--.!L [sinh(W4y7r - a4y'Y4b) 

}.4yaly sinh(w4y7r) 

_ sinh(w4y7r - a 4yY4e)] 
sinb(w4y7r) 

iit [Sinh(a1YY1e) - Sinb(a1YY1b)] 
+~ 'nb() , A1ya1y Sl W1y7r 

(70) 

BSUL ~ { 

h4w(s,m,0) 
forn=O 

1'4 (71) 
2h4w(s, m, n) 

1'4 
for n> O. 

BsuR~ { 

h4E(s,m,0) 
for n = 0 

Y4 (72) 
2h4E(S, m, n) 

for n > O. 
1'4 

{ h1w{s.m.O) for n=O 
Yl (73) BSDL = n' 

2(-1) h1w(s,m,n) 
for n > O. 

Y1 

{ hls{s.m.O) for n = 0 
Y1 

BSDR = n (74) 
·2 h1E(S, m, n) 

for n > O. 
Y1 

The terms BSUL. BSUR. BSDL. and BSDR are functions 
of (s, m, n). The terms Wiy. 'Tiy. and aiy are obtained from 
Eq. 55 by cyclic substitution. With the two additional 
equations are obtained at the interfaces Y2 = 1'2, Ys = 0 
(boundary number 6) and Y3 = 1'3, Ys = 0 (boundary 7). 
3(NT + 1) simultaneous equations are added (valid for 
all m). The total number of unknowns and equations is 
NEQ = NB(NT + 1) (NB = 7 the number of unknown 
boundaries). Of special interest is the case of subdomains 
connected along a single direction (e.g. when the domain 
is composed of subdomains 1. 2. and 3). The terms in 
the summations of Eqs. 57 and 66 are then all known 
quantities. and the size of the matrix is sharply reduced 
from order NEQ = NB(NT + 1) to order NEQ = NB. 
The resulting matrix Min Eq. 31 in a sparse matrix which 
is ideally suited to LU decomposition .. 

If the convergence of E:=oAlULUs(m) in Eq. 57 
(and other such sums) is not satisfactory. an alternative 
method may be used to avoid inordinately enlarging the 

'lI'(x) = Vo +Vl X+V2 exp(v3x) +V4 x exp(vsx), (75) 

which has an easily determined FCT. In our experience. 
this form has performed exceptionally well. The quantity 
x exp(vsx) in Eq. 75 is particularly well suited to the 
description of wells in the subdomains. This approach 
reduces the order of the matrix from NEQ = NB(NT + 1) 
to N EQ = 7 N B. An important point is that 1D does not 
require regural grid systems; irregular geometries (such as 
the one in Fig. 3) pose no partricular problems. 

Step 4: The Laplace Dom~in Solution. In the first step 
of the Reconstitution stage. application of two successive 
inverse FCf yields 'lI at any point (Xt, Yt) within a subdo
main i as 

(76) 

and is readily computed by simple substitution with CPi 
obtained from Eq. 52. The Ek cpcos(kx) can be written as 

Ek cP zf - Ek cp4. where Zl = exp(j7r). Zl = exp( -j7r). 

and j = N. The epsilon algorithm of McDonald8 

(valid for this type of power series) can then be used to 
significantly accelerate the convergence of the series in Eq. 
76. 

Step 5: The Solution at Time t. The solution at a time t 
is obtained by following the same procedure described in 
detail in the one-dimensional problem. 

The 1D method eliminates the stability and accu
racy problems caused by the treatment of the space and 
time derivatives in standard FD simulators. Because of 
the Laplace transform formulation. an unlimited timestep 
size is possible. In - a standard FD· method. there are 
three sources of error: the time-related truncation error. 
the space-related truncation error. and the roundoff error. 
Because the time domain is not discretized, there is no time
related truncation error in the 1D method. The use of finite 
integral transforms requires only a very coarse grid which 
does not introduce any space-related truncation error. The 
sources of error in the 1D method are the error attributed to 
the numerical inversion of the Laplace solution. the error 
introduced by the inverse FCT's. and the roundoff error. 
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The numerical inversion of the Laplace transforms creates 
very little (if any) error3, which for smo?th time functions 
can be at the level of machine accuracy: The inversion of 
the FITs introduces an error (stemming mainly from the 

) truncation of the corresponding infinite series) which can 
be extremely small, and is'! reduced by increasingNT. The 
ability to use an unlimited timestep size bounds the accu
mulation of roundoff error by an upper limit defined as the 
roundoff error accumulated after the N s solutions of the 
N EQ equations. Thus, the 1D solution is inherently more 
accurate than the standard fD method. It offers a stable, 
non-increasing roundoff error irrespective of the time of ob
servation tolM, because calculations have to be performed 
at this time only using a 6.t = tob,,; on the other hand, cal
culations in a standard FD method have to be performed at 
all the intermediate times of the discretized time domain, 
continuously accumulating roundoff error in the process. 

Compared to a standard FD model, the 1D method 
reduces the computer memory requirements, because dis
cretization in time is not needed, and a very coarse grid 
suffices for the space discretization. Execution times may 
be significantly reduced because the inverted matrices in 
'the 1D method are usually small, and solutions are ob
tained at the desired points in space and time only, while 
in standard numerical methods solutions are necessary at 
all of the points of the discretized time and space domains. 

The TO Method in Three Dimensions 

Extension of the 1D method to three dimensions follows 
the same procedure. The problem is decomposed from a 
three-dimensional PDE to a single-point algebraic equation 
by applying (a) first a Laplace transform, and (b) succes
sive levels of FCT's. By equating pressures at the bound
ary planes, the transformed boundary conditions are de-

. termined, and are used to calculate W at any point of the 
domain by applying inverse FCT's. The solution at time t 
is obtained by. inverting W using the Stehfest algorithm. 

Gravitational Effects and Internal Iterations 

The one-dimensional case will be discussed here. Exten
sion to 2 and 3 dimensions is entirely an'alogous. If gravity 
is included, the Laplace-transformed equation of flow is 

(77) 

with boundary conditions described by Eqs. 11 and 12. Eq. 
77 describes either an inclined or a vertical system (when 
x is taken in the vertical direction). The FCT of Eq. 77 

results in 

n 2 7r2 
n I I 

Ai [- X7 ei + (-1) WiX - WiOJ 
• 

-r/i [-;: ni + (_l)n WiX - WiO] (78) 

- (CT S + 11~ C{J) Hi = -1i - CT Ti(O) + tIi, 
S 

where n i = .rS{Wi}, ~/i = .rc{l1H, and .rsU denotes the 
Finite Sine Transform (FSl) of the quantity in the brackets. 
Collecting and rearranging terms, Eq, 77 becomes 

Die ei + Dm ni = Dil W~ BO + Di2 W~ BX , , 

+ Di3 Wi,BO +Di4 Wi,BX + DiG, 

where 

n7r 
Dm = -1/i Xi ' 

and 

(79) 

(83) 

It is obvious that inclusion of gravity introduces (a) nin 
addition to e, and (b) the boundary conditions Wi,BO and 
'II i,BX in addition to W~,BO and WtBX. This necessitates 
an additional equation, which is provided by the require
ment that at the internal boundaries not only are the pres
sures equal, but the pressure derivatives at the boundaries· 
between adjacent subdomains are related through the con
tinuity of fluxes 

At the interface Wi = Wi+!, resulting in 

Taking the FST of Eq. 77 yields 

Eie ei + Em ni = Ell WtBO + Ei2 W~,BX 

+ Ei3 Wi,BO + Ei4 Wi,BX + EiC, 

(84) 

(85) 

(86) 
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where 

(87) 

-, 
Ew = - 11. + CT T.(O) - (j., (88) 

s 

En = 0, Ei2 = 0, (89) 

and 

The terms marked with an overbar in Eq. indicate the FST 
of the relevant quantities. The need for the FST arises 
from the fact that Eq. 85 contains derivatives, which, when 
applied to FST's, result in cosine formulations. These 
are well behaved at the boundaries, as opposed to the 
sine formulations which require a very large number of 
summation terms for convergence. Elimination of n. from 
Eq. 79 results in 

where 

e. = ~1 W~,BO + W i2 W~,BX 

+"'i3 Wi,BO + Wi4 Wi,BX + WiG, 

D. _ Dm 
'X . Em 

Wix = D' X == 1,2,3,4, C. 
'0 

Die - -'-
Em 

(91) 

(92) 

A similar equation is provided by the elimination of 6 i 

from Eq. 86. 
The first equation of the boundary is obtained by 

equating the '11 (provided by Eq. 91) at the boundary. The 
second equation of the boundary is obtained from the tan~ 
gent law relationship (Eq. 85), in which the '11 is provided 
by Eq. 91 and the w' from the equation obtained from the 
elimination of 6 i from Eq. 86 . If there N subdivisions in 
the domain, there are only 2 known boundary conditions 
(at the outermost domain boundaries). For no-flow outer
most boundaries, the domain has N - 1 unknown bound
ary 'Z's and N + 1 unknown boundary W's, for a total of 
NEQ = 2N unknowns. Inclusion of gravitational effects 
thus doubles the number of simultaneous equations. In the 
resulting Eq. 31 M is of order NEQ = 2 x N, and the 

solution a includes both '11 and '11' at the internal bound
aries. '11 which can be detennined at any point Xi in the 
subdomain i by inverting the FCT of Eq. 91. 

Inner Iterations. These are required. only when the ap
proximations of CT

3 and of Cp in Eq. 5 are not acceptably 
accurate. The TO method addresses the problems posed by 
these weak ilonlinearities through an iteration procedure en
tirely analogous to the treatment of such nonlinearities in 

FD. The process involves a limited number of inner iter
ations (2 to 4), during which the values of CT and Cp 
are updated and an improved solution r is obtained until a 
desired convergence criterion is met. 

Verification and Test Problems 

The 1D method was tested using three test problems. The 
ill solution for the first and third problems were verified 
through comparison with available analytical solutions. No 
analytical solutions exist for the second test problem. In all 
three cases the results obtained with the TO method (TOM) 
were tested against results obtained using a standard, com
mercially available implicit FD simulator9• Double preci- . 
sion variables with 16 and 20 significant figures were used 
in all simulations. A variable timestep .6.t was used for 
all test cases in the FD simulator, given by the recursive 
formula 

where ML is a multiplier, .6.tmax is the maximum per
missible .6.t, and .6.tapmax is the .6.t corresponding to a 
maximum permissible pressure change Ilpmax. Table 1 
shows the ML, .6.to, .6.tmax, and .6.pmax used in the test 
problems, as well as the number of timesteps and matrix 
solutions (i.e. the number of times the system of simulta
neous equations in the FD simulator had to be solved) in 
the simulations. Because of internal iterations, the number 
of matrix solutions is significantly larger than the number 
of timesteps. 

Verification and Test Problem 1. Test Problem 1 was 
a problem of flow to a well located at a vertical fracture 
of length L (perpendicular to the x axis) and depth h in a 
rectangular (one-dimensional) reservoir. Table 2 shows the 
fluid properties. Reservoir properties and dimenSions, and 
discretization information for the FD and TO simulations 
appear in Table 3. The analytical solution of this problem 
is given by 

where 

and 

H _ '. exp( -XDVs) 
1 - 81.5 [1 - exp( -2 XD Vs)]' 

H2 = exp[(xD - 2 XDhlS] , 
81.5 [1 - exp( -2 XD Vs)] 

(95) 

(96) 

k.fA k t X 

PD = (Pi -p)-q;;' tD = A q, Jl. C
L

' XD = .fA' (97) 

The term X is the length of the reservoir, and A is the cross
section in the direction of flow (= L x h). This solution is 
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a Laplace space solution, and needs to be inverted to obtain 
the solution in the dimensionless time tD. 

We investigated two subproblems. In Problem la we 
obtained the 1D solution using the equation for a single 
homogeneous domain (as specified). In problem Ib we 
tested the performance of the 1D concept by subdividing 
.the domain (5000 ft) into two subdomains (300 and4200 
ft), and comparing the solution to the one from Problem la. 
.The two 1D solutions were virtually identical, differing in 
the 8th or 9th decimal place. This confirmed the validity 
of the concept. All results in Test Problem I correspond to 
both subproblems and are presented together. 

Fig. 4 shows the 1D solutions at a number of times. 
The measure of the accuracy of the 1D method is given 
by Fig. 5, which compares the 1D results to the analytical 
solution. The observed deviations are extremely small, and 
the 1D method is shown to be practically insensitive to 
the size of the time increment (thus allowing an unlimited 
timestep). . 

In Fig. 6 we investigate the performance of the 1D 
method as affected by the number of summation terms 
Ns = 8 in the Stehfest algorithm. The solution with 
a Ns = 12 was used as the reference solution. The 
results confirm previous observations3, i.e. the value of N s 
seems to have little effect on the accuracy of the method 
for 8 ~ N s ~. 20. The implication of this observation 
is that the method is very efficient because a limited 
number of summation terms is needed, thus reducing the 
computational requirements. Although the 1D method 
seems to be slightly more sensitive to the vlilue of Ns 
than in the eiFD method3 (where a Ns = 8 was sufficient 
for most applications), for practical purposes a Ns = 10 
provides a highly accurate solution; the additional accuracy 
for Ns > 12 is marginal. Unless otherwise specified, a 
Ns = 12 is used in the simulations. 

Fig. 7 compares the 1D solution at tD = 1000 (i.e. 
using a timestep size of 533.35 days) to FD solutions 
obtained for various space discretizations Table 3. To 
minimize the contribution of time-related truncation error 
to the FD solutions, a very fine time discretization is used, 
requiring 543 timesteps and 1117 matrix inversions. With 
an increasingly fine space discretization, the FD solutions 
approach the 1D solution. The superiority of the 1D is 
obvious, as it is capable of delivering a more accurate 
solution with a single (or none at all) algebraic equation 
(which has to be solved N s times) than a FD scheme which 
needs to invert 1117 times a matrix of order 111. This 
reduces the computational effort by orders of magnitude. 

In Fig. 7a the 1D method is compared to FD solu
tions which use increaSingly fine time discretizations. To 
minimize the effects of space-related truncation errors, a 
fine space discretization (111 gridblocks) is used. A pat
tern similar to the one observed in Fig. 7 is evident: with an 
increasingly fine time discretization, the FD solutions tend 
towards the analytical and the 1D solutions, further attest-

ing to the power of the method. The 1D solution exhibits 
a very small deviation from the analytical solution, and is 
consistently superior to the FD solution. The superiority of 
1D persisted even when a very fine time discretization (263 
timesteps, and a total of 541 matrix solutions) was used in 
the FD simulation. The corresponding 1D computational 
effort to achieve this level of accuracy is essentially trivial: 
either direct substitution into Eqs. 26 through 29 at the de
sired time and location, or (in the case of the 2 subdomains 
of subproblem 1 b) solution of the single point algebraic Eq. 
21 Ns times, followed by the direct substitution. 

Verification and Test Problem 2. Test Problem 2 involves 
flow in a heterogeneous one-dimensional system composed 
of five locally homogeneous subdomains. The fluid prop
erties remain as in Problem 1. There are seven wells in the 
reservoir. The reservoir geometry, dimensions, and prop
erties, as well as the well rates and the well locations, are 
presented in Table 4. A fine spatial discretization was used 
in the FD simulation because of the number of the wells 
(7) and the existence of numerous interfaces of different 
permeability. 

The power and flexibility of the 1D method is clearly 
demonstrated in Fig. 8, where the variation of the pressure 
drop (from the initial pressure of 5000) with distance at 
t = 200 days is illustrated. Using a single timestep, the 
1D solution easily captures the sharp peaks (associated with 
the presence of wells), as well as the abrupt changes in the 
pressure profile caused by permeability differences at the 
interfaces of the various subregions. This is achieved by 
solving a matrix of order 4 (i.e. the number of unknown 
internal boundaries) Ns times. For the same effect, the FD 
simulation requires the solution of the coefficient matrix (of 
order 178) 447 times (213 timesteps), and needs execution 
times larger by orders of magnitude. 

Verification and Test Problem 3. Test Problem 3 involves 
two-dimensional flow towards a well at the center of 
a bounded square reservoir with an infinite conductivity 
vertical fracture at the center of the square. The fluid 
properties remain as in Test Problem 1. Table 5 presents 
the reservoir properties and dimenSions, as well as the grid 
discretization (a total of 960 gridblocks) used in the FD 
simulations. Fig. 9 shows the reservoir geometry and the 
domain discretization used in the 1D method, in which two 
subdomains (defined by the extent of the vertical fracture 
'and indicated in the schematic) and a single unknown 
boundary are involved. The well pressure is maintained 
at 3000 psi. We used the analytical solution of Gringarten 
et altO (which predicts the unsteady-state pressure at the 
well) as a reference. 

In Fig. 10 we compare the 1D and analytical solu
tions at the well at 9 observation times. We let Ns = 12 in 
the 1D simulations. We observed a pattern similar to the 

, . 
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one in Test Problem 1. The two solutions coincided regard
less of the magnitude of observation time. This testifies to 
the power and accuracy of the TO method, and confirms 
the complete insensitivity of the method to the size of the 
time increment. 

Analytical solutions of the pressure distribution in 
the formation do not exist for this problem. In Fig. 11 we 
compare the TO solution to 4 FD solutions along the y axis 
at x = 0.025 ft at t =365 days. We observe the established 
pattern: with an incr~ing number of t::.t's the FD solutions 
tend to the 1D solution, and, consequently, the difference 
between the two solutions decreases. Using a very fine time 
discretization (79 timesteps, and a total of 231 inversions of 
a matrix of order 960), the FD yielded a solution within 0.1 
psi of the TO solution. The corresponding computational 
requirements of the ID method were minimal: (1) a single 
equation (Eq. 66) had to be solved NT = 200 times 

to provide the U1(n), n = 1, ... , NT at the unknown 
boundary, (2) the process was repeated Ns times, and (3) 
the solution at the desired locations (Xl, Yl) in the Laplace 
space was obtained from the accelerated Eq. 76, and (4) 
the solution at t = 365 days was obtained from Eq. 38. 

In Fig. 12 we study the effect of Ns on the perfor
mance of ID along the same axis and at the same time 
by comparing the absolute difference between the TO so
lutions for different N s values from a reference, taken as 
the solution obtained with Ns = 8. All solutions (even 
the one with N s = 6) exhibit extremely small pressure dif
ferences from each other, Le. less than 0.5 psi whenp is 
in excess of 3000 psia. These results confirm our previous 
observations that the accuracy ofID is virtually insensitive 
to the value of Ns for 8 ~ Ns ~ 20. 

Conclusions 

1. A new numerical method, the Transformational 
Decomposition (TD) method, was developed for the solu
tion of the nonlinear, parabolic Partial Differential Equation 
(PDE) of transient, slightly compresSible, single-phase liq
uid flow through porous media. 

2. Because TO uses a Laplace transform formulation, 
it eliminates the need for time discretization and allows an 
unlimited timestep size without loss of stability or accuracy. 
By using Finite Cosine Transforms, the method drastically 
reduces the need for space discretization, requiring only a 
small number of large subdomains for an accurate solution. 

3. The ID method provides semi-analytical solutions 
in space and time by decomposing the original PDE into 
a small number of algebraic equations, and equating and 
solving for conditions at internal boundaries. These solu
tions are fully differentiable and integrable, allowing the 
determination of continuous velocity maps and easy mass 
balance calculations. 

4. Three test problems were investigated. With finer 
. space and time discretizations, the FD solutions tend to 

\ 

approach the TO solution. The TO method provides a 
solution generally more accurate than the FD solution. This 
was expected because the elimination of the traditional time 
and space discretizations limit the truncation error. 

5. We established that 10 ~ N s ~ 12 is sufficient 
to provide an extremely accurate solution. Although the 
accuracy increases with increasing Ns for N s ~ 20, 
the improvement is insufficient to justify the additional 
execution time. 

6. The TO method may significantly reduce the 
computer memory requirements because discretization in 
time is· not needed, and a very coarse grid suffices for the 
space discretization. 

7. Execution times may be substantially reduced 
because smaller . matrices are inverted in the TO method, 
and solutions are obtained at the desired points in space and 
time only, while in standard numerical methods solutions 
are necessary at all of the points of the discretized time and 
space domains. . 

Nomenclature 

CL = fluid compressibility 
CR = rock compressibility 
CT . = <P (1 + CRICL) R(CR/CL) 

Cp = defined in Eq. 21 
Xi = the length of subdomaini in the x direction 
Yo = the length of subdomaini in the Y direction 
9 = gravitational acceleration 
h = formation thickness 
k = absolute permeability 
L = length of fracture 
p = pressure 
PD = dimensionless pressure (Eq. 97) 
q = volumetric flow rate per unit volume 
ij = mass flow rate per unit volume 
ij = defined in Eq. 7 
t = time 
tD = dimensionless time (Eq. 97) 
s = Laplace transform parameter 
Xi = local x coordinate in subdomaini 
Xe = reservoir half length 
XI = fracture half length 
XD = dimensionless distance (Eq. 97) 
Yi = local Y coordinate in subdomain i 
Ye = reservoir half width 
z = vertical coordinate 

= elevation 
= 11 (jormation'IJolumejactor) 
= difference between the TO and the FD solution 
= timestep 

t::.tma:s: = maximum allowable timestep 
t::.tapmar defined afterEq. 38 
t::.w = defined in Eq. A-2 

= defined after Eq. 3 
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p. = dynamic viscosity 
p = fluid density 

<P = porosity 
111 = defined in Eq. 7 ' 
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SI Metric Conversion Factors 

bbl x 1.589873 E-Ol = m3 

cp x 1.0 E-03 = Pa·s 
ft x 3.048 E-Ol = m 
md x 9.869233 E-04 = p.m2 

psi x 6.894757 E+OO= kPa 

TABLE 1 - TIME DISCRETIZATION FOR Tim FD ME11IOD 
(MS: Matrix Solulions) 

Test 6tO 6tmax ML 6pmax' Number Number 
Problem # (da;ts) (da;ts) (~si) of 6t ofMS 

1 10 30 3 1000 10 30 
0.1 10 3 500 30 78 

0.001 1 3 250 263 541 
2 0.001 1 3 200 213 433 
3 1 100 5 1000 10 39 

0.1 50 5 500 18 59 
0.01 25 5 500 21 68 
0,01 2 5 250 R6 329 

TABLE 2 - FLUID PROPERTIES 
IN TEST PROBLEM 1 

P 5000 psi 
B 1.0 
Jl 1 cp 

CL 1.5xl0-5 psi-1 

• 
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Discretizatjons 
1) Dx (in ft): 

2) Dx (in ft): 

2) Dx (in ft): 

G. J. MORIOIS AND D. A. McVAY 

TABLE 3 - RESERVOIR PROPERTIES, GEOMETRY, 
AND DISCRETIZA'IlON IN TEST PROBLEM 1 

f = 0.15 

k = 10 md 
CR = 0.0 psrl 

L= 300 ft 

h = 50 ft 

Q= 50 bbVD 

Dx(i) = 2*Dx(i-I), Dx(O) = I, max{Dx} = 500, MX(l)=16 
Dx(i) = 2*Dx(i-I), Dx(O) = 0.2, max{Dx} = 200, MX(l)=34 

Dx(i) = 2*Dx(i-l), Dx(O) = 0.05, max{Dx} = 50, MX(l )=111 

TABLE 4 - RESERVOm GFDME1RY, PROPERTIES AND DISCRETIZATION IN TEST PROBLEM 2 

Yi 

Dimensions in x,y,z (ft) 5000 x 300 x 50 (ft) 
. Discretization 
Subdomain # 

MX = 178 (Dx's of variable size), MY = 1 (Dy = 300 ft), MZ = 1 (Dz = 50 ft) 
k (md) f X (ft) NO 0 (BPD) Well position (local. ft) 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Discretization 

50 0.2 800 2 -30, 20 100, 560 
20 0.18 1200 3 -20, -20, -20 300, 770. 910 
8 0.12 1400 1 -25 490 
6 

2 
0.08 

0.07 

800 
800 

1 

o 
-25 

TABLE 5 - RESERVOm PROPERTIES, GEOMETRY, 
AND DISCRETIZATION IN TEST PROBLEM 3 

f = 0.15, CR =0.0 psi-1 

kx = ky = 10 md 

kx al~ng xf (1=1-26, J=I) = 107 md . 

h = 30 ft 

Q = 50 bbllD 

Xf= 500 ft, Xc = Ye = 1000 ft 

650 

MX = 40 0.005,0.02,0.025,0.05,0.25,0.25,0.5,1.5, 2.5,7.5,15,25,25,50,50,50,50,50,50,40, 
Dx (in ft) 30.20.15.10.5.2.5 ,2.5.5.10.15.20.30,40.50.50.50.50,50.50.77.5 
MY = 24 0.001,0.004,0.015,0.03,0.05,0.1,0.3,0.5, 1,3,5,10,20,30,50,80.100,100,100,100, 
Dy (in ft) 100,100,100,100 

XI 
ql 

t X2 X3 

DO 

Xlb [!!J §] 
... 

Xle 

Fig. 1 - The TD method in one dimension. The quantities 
in the boxes indicate the unknown internal boundaries. 

Fig. 2 - The TD method in two dimensions. 
Fig. 3 - The use of the TD method in domains 
with irregular boundaries. 
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Rg.5 • Test Problem la and lb. Absolute differences 
between the TD and the analytical solutions. 

+ TD Method 
•. _- FD· 16 Ax's 
• - - FD· 34 AX'S 
- FD • III AX'S 

The FD solutions were obtained 
with543 Dt's (1117 matrix inverisons) 

o w w ~ ~ 
xD 

Fig. 7·· Test Problem la and 1 b. Comparison of the TD 
to the FD solution with various space discretizations. 

FO : 30MS (10 8t) 
FO: 78 MS (30 8t) 

... _._ .. - FO : 541 MS (263 M) 
- TOM: Ns = 12, 0 MS 

(MS : Matrix Solution) " 

, 
--- ' .. - ... .,,' 

, 
---

-5 

.: .. ~a: .. : .. : .. : .. ~.~ ........ u ... u ......................................... ,, ___ .. ... 
r----------, ..................... -...... _", .. """", 

.................. 

(t = 
-to 

1 XD 10 
Fig. 7a . Test Problem la and lb. Comparison of the TD solution 
to the fD solutions with various time discretizations. 
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Fig. 8 - Test Problem 2. The TD and the FD solutions. Fig. 9 - Geometry of Test Problem 3. A·quarter 
of the reservoir (shown) was modeled. 

I xefxr= 21 

- Analytical 
o TDMethod 

--------------------

.•.•. FO - II MS (3 At's), 
•• FD-ISMS(6At's) 

-. - FO - 36 MS (13 At's). 
- FO - 231 MS (79 At's) 

3150 
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3100 ;. 
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tDA 

Fig. 10 - Test Prohlem 3. Comparison of the 
analytical and the TO solutions. 

10 Y (ft) 10 

Fig. II-Test Problem 3. Pressure p and difference Ap between the 
TO and the FD solutions along y at x=O.025 ft (1=1). t=365 days. 
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. _._-------------------------------------_ .. ---------- ----.-----~-----------

......................................................................................................................................................... 

0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 100 
y (Ct) 

Fig. I ::!-Tcst Prohlem 3. Effect of Ns on the perfomlance of TOM. indicated hy the absolute 
difference of the TOM solutions for Ns = 6 •...• 18 from the TOM solution for Ns = 8 - Test Problem 2c. 
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